
Title: The Second Second Chance

Text: Acts 3


Good morning church, we are working our way through the 5th book in the New 
Testament - the Acts of the Apostles in a series called “Church on Fire.” The book of 
Acts provides us with a history of the early church movement from the 30s AD to the 
60s AD in the era of the Apostle’s leadership. 


Today we move into chapter 3, which is still quite early in a book of 28 chapters. The 
Apostles are together, and no one has left Jerusalem yet. In fact, the message of Christ 
is still contained within the Jewish world. 


Chapter 3 begins a single story that spills into chapter 4. So it’s very important that you 
pay attention today because next week’s sermon is really a “to be continued” that 
flows from today’s message. 


Before we get in to the message, I want to offer a few simple statements to us that I’m 
wondering if we can all “amen” together. So I’m going to make a statement, and if you 
can agree with it, you can say “amen.” (no trick questions, I promise)


1. I’m thankful that we serve a gracious God. (amen?)

2. I am the personal recipient of God offering second chances to people. (amen?)

3. If not for God pursuing me and drawing me to Himself, there’s no telling where I’d 

be. (amen?)


It’s important that we begin with that in mind. In today’s message, you are going to 
notice that it has almost the same formula as the Pentecost sermon of chapter 2. I’ll tell 
you right now what is going to happen… a miracle will be done… a crowd will gather… 
Peter will stand up and preach a sermon to the Jewish people…. he will call them to 
repent… many of them will repent. In fact, if I read that to you, you’d think I was talking 
about the day of Pentecost. 


And so Luke records a similar story in chapter three with a few parts exchanged… but 
why? Well, first of all, chapter 4 follows up with Jewish leadership providing the first 
negative feedback of Acts - and that didn’t happen at Pentecost. But I think there’s 
another reason why Luke records a similar story. 
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He’s showing the reader that not only is our God the God of the second chance… He’s 
the God of the second second chance. 


You’re going to see another offer to the Jewish people who rejected Jesus initially, to 
repent today. But I’m not going to preach the same sermon as I did two weeks ago. 
This time, I’m going to preach it from the crowd’s perspective (your perspective) with 
application in mind throughout the message. I’m going to explain the text, but I’m also 
going to show you how God tends to apply the gospel to our lives today - using Acts 3 
as a template. 


I want you to see, as Peter offers a second second chance to the Jews that rejected 
Christ, we often receive the gospel in our lives in the very same way. 


I find it extremely fascinating that the God who made the universe and everything in it, 
who needs nothing from us, who operates independently from us, who is all powerful, 
all knowing, and ever present - who has no deficiencies in Himself…. desires a 
relationship with sinners like you and me. And what’s more mind blowing is that He 
offers us grace through long-suffering and patience, allowing us time to repent. And 
most of all, that He offers us this relationship at the expense of His Son. 


You’re going to see the pursuing grace of God in this passage today. God doesn’t cast 
His chosen people aside. The ones who rejected the Messiah are given a second 
second chance to repent and accept Jesus. And as we read this story in Acts, I hope 
you’ll examine your own life and look for ways that God is pursuing you, offering you 
second second chances to surrender to Him. 


(pray)


Today’s passage is set up by a very specific miracle. It is the setting for the entire 
chapter, and is the context for next week’s message as well. So turn to Acts 3:1 and 
we will read through v10 for the miraculous moment that sparks the sermon to come. 


As you’re turning in your Bible, I’d point out to you that Peter and John are still in the 
Jewish temple, carrying on with certain Jewish activities like the Jewish prayer 
schedule. I believe that their hope was that (early on) Judaism would become 
Christianity. They haven’t yet experienced persecution, and so they very likely are 
hopeful that all of Israel would come to their senses. 
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So don’t be confused when you see them in the temple. They have grown up visiting 
this temple, it was a part of their life as Jewish men, and it is hands-down the best 
meeting place for accommodating large crowds of religiously interested people. 


So now look at Acts 3.

Now Peter and John were going up to the temple at the hour of prayer, the ninth hour. 
2 And a man lame from birth was being carried, whom they laid daily at the gate of the 
temple that is called the Beautiful Gate to ask alms of those entering the temple. 
3 Seeing Peter and John about to go into the temple, he asked to receive alms. 4 And 
Peter directed his gaze at him, as did John, and said, “Look at us.” 5 And he fixed his 
attention on them, expecting to receive something from them. 6 But Peter said, “I have 
no silver and gold, but what I do have I give to you. In the name of Jesus Christ of 
Nazareth, rise up and walk!” 7 And he took him by the right hand and raised him up, and 
immediately his feet and ankles were made strong. 8 And leaping up, he stood and 
began to walk, and entered the temple with them, walking and leaping and praising 
God. 9 And all the people saw him walking and praising God, 10 and recognized him as 
the one who sat at the Beautiful Gate of the temple, asking for alms. And they were 
filled with wonder and amazement at what had happened to him. 

So what we have here is the set-up for the chapter. This is a bonafide miracle done by 
Peter through the power of Jesus. This miracle provides the backdrop for the next two 
chapters, so it’s important to remember it. 

There a few things you may want to know. This 9th hour mentioned in v1 translates to 
our 3:00pm in the afternoon. The Old Testament doesn’t mention this specific “beautiful 
gate.” It’s hard to tell if Luke was indicating a proper name, or that one of the gates just 
happened to be considered most beautiful. If that were the case, you may find this 
interesting… 

The Jewish historian Josephus said that there were 10 gates in the Temple sanctuary. 
Nine of those gates were plated in silver and gold, but one of those gates was made of 
Corinthian bronze as a much higher value than the golden gates. 
Josephus wrote that when this gate made of Corinthian bronze was opened and closed 
it took 20 men to do so. If this were the gate that Luke called “beautiful,” perhaps it 
would add even more color to Peter’s statement about having no silver or gold. 

A brief history of the temple (the setting of today’s message) for you… the first 
permanent temple was made by King Solomon and you can read about this in 1 Kings; 
his was the original temple. This temple was destroyed in the 500s BC and was rebuilt - 
we might call this Zerubbabel’s temple - and you can read about this in Ezra and 
Nehemiah. 
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Zerubbabel’s temple was the least favorite by the people because it paled in 
comparison to Solomon’s. So as we get closer to the birth of Christ - King Herod 
decided to make grand improvements and renovations to the Temple complex to show-
off to the Romans. And so we call the temple of Jesus’ day, “Herod’s Temple,” but he 
really just pulled a Chip and Joanna Gaines on Zerubbabel’s temple. Actually Herod’s 
temple was the largest of any era, and it was quite spectacular with its stone work and 
large courtyards and pools. 

Herod’s temple would last until 70 AD until the Romans destroyed it after a Jewish 
revolt. This effectively ended “temple based Judaism” and the temple has not been 
rebuilt to this day. In fact, the Muslim dome is currently on the temple mount. 

But you should know for this story, that the temple of the New Testament era was huge 
and it could absolutely accommodate crowds of tens of thousands of people at a time. 

So we have a crippled man, handicapped from birth, seated at a convenient location - 
right as people were coming and going from worship. He was probably able to capitalize 
on those feeling generous in the temple of God. In fact, charitable giving was a part of 
Jewish worship. We don’t use the term “alms” today - but that just means “a religiously 
motivated charitable gift.” 

Everything is pretty routine at this point. In fact, people probably passed by this man 
everyday in the same spot. People come and go at the prayer hours. It’s business as 
usual - and then - God upsets the apple cart. God is about to inject the gospel into this 
routine day. 

And so I want to show you the first of the ways that God applies His gospel to our lives. 
He will:

1. SHOCK THE SYSTEM. 

Has God ever done anything in your life that just put a shock into your system? Have 
you ever had a moment in life when you were just trudging along in your routines and 
then something happens that shakes the foundations of normalcy? 

This is what happens on this day. People are coming and going in the temple, and it 
looks like any other day. Peter and John fix their attention on this handicapped man who 
is looking for a gift - 
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Peter says - “we don’t have silver or gold, but here’s what we do have… In the name of 
Jesus, get up and walk.” (by the way that’s a powerful indictment of the prosperity 
gospel). Immediately, with no medicine, no recovery time, no casts or leg braces, no 
steroid shots - this man whose legs had probably been severely atrophied - filled out 
with muscle and the ligaments were strengthened in a moment. He stood up and 
immediately began jumping and praising. 

This was not just an amazing thing that happened. A baby being born is amazing to me, 
and we call it a miracle - but thousands happen every day. It’s not a miracle in this 
sense. We may survive a car accident and say - “it’s a miracle I survived.” But that’s not 
really a miracle in the sense of a sign and wonder in the book of Acts. 

We are talking about a creative act of God’s immediate and obvious show-stopping 
power - creating muscle and strengthening ligaments and joints and repairing nerves in 
a single second. We are talking about seeing a man’s atrophied, thinned legs - fill out 
will newly made muscle in an instant. This was a miracle in which matter was created, 
just like when the fishes and loaves were multiplied, or when water became wine, or 
when a blind man receives sight.

And people in the temple began to take notice and gather around this man that they had 
all passed by thousands of times. This was not an ordinary day in the temple. This was 
a shock to the system. And suddenly people were open to spiritual truth.

One of the ways that God often accomplishes His purposes in our lives is to shock our 
system. This is particularly the case when we begin to forget about God in the mundane 
routines of life. We can become like zombies, just shuffling through life but with no real 
direction or purpose. Even Christians can do this - our bodies are moving from 
gathering to gathering, from event to event, from service to service, our mouths are 
saying all the right things and our bodies are doing all the right things - but we’re just 
like a mouse running on a wheel. 

And God - by His grace - will from time to time bring a shock to our lives to remind us 
that we are alive and that we are here to serve and glorify Him, and to break us from our 
zombified rhythms that neglect Him. 

In fact, most of the great things that happened throughout Scripture occurred when God 
stepped in and shocked the system. 
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Hey Noah I’m about to flood the earth. Hey Abraham, get up and move to a land that I 
will show you. Moses, listen up, I need you to march in to Pharaoh’s office and say 
these things. Joshua, see that land over there, I need you to take this army and go get 
it. Hey David, see that giant that everyone seems to be afraid of, I need you to go put a 
stone in his forehead for me. Hey Solomon, I need you to build a temple for me. Hey 
Elijah, people seem to be confused about Me, I need you to go up on this mountain and 
call down fire on this wet altar. Hey John the Baptist, I need you to go into Israel and 
preach that the Messiah is actually coming. 

Often the best things that God does are preceded by a shock to the system. And in your 
life, I’m guessing that there have been moments that you can point to where God got 
your attention. Maybe an illness, a financial trouble, the loss of a loved one, failing out of 
school, getting fired, a divorce… whatever it is … I’m guessing that there are moments 
in your life that you can point to where you found that you needed to refocus and 
recalibrate your entire purpose. 

But often it’s those moments of chaos and brokenness that God uses to gather the 
broken pieces of your life and build the future that He wants for you. And so if you are 
going through something difficult in life that has shocked your system, it’s very possible 
that God has placed this shock in your life to prepare you for the follow-up lesson. 

Most of the miracles in Scripture or the big wild moments are not about the miracles or 
the moments themselves. They are about the resultant lesson. 

Sometimes a shock to our world is actually God’s grace in our lives, snapping us out of 
a routine devoid of fellowship with Him. Remember this - God desires your fellowship 
more than He desires your comfort. I can’t tell you how that’s going to manifest itself 
in your life, but I believe it to be true. 

James 1:2 says
2 Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds, 3 for you know that 
the testing of your faith produces steadfastness. 4 And let steadfastness have its full 
effect, that you may be perfect and complete, lacking in nothing.

Well, in the temple on this day, the system had been shocked. Much like Pentecost, the 
atmosphere was ripe for a clarifying moment of bold proclamation. Peter steps up and 
does just that…. Look with me at Acts 3:11-16
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11 While he clung to Peter and John, all the people, utterly astounded, ran together to 
them in the portico called Solomon’s. 12 And when Peter saw it he addressed the 
people: “Men of Israel, why do you wonder at this, or why do you stare at us, as though 
by our own power or piety we have made him walk? 13 The God of Abraham, the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob, the God of our fathers, glorified his servant Jesus, whom 
you delivered over and denied in the presence of Pilate, when he had decided to 
release him. 14 But you denied the Holy and Righteous One, and asked for a murderer 
to be granted to you, 15 and you killed the Author of life, whom God raised from the 
dead. To this we are witnesses. 16 And his name—by faith in his name—has made this 
man strong whom you see and know, and the faith that is through Jesus has given the 
man this perfect health in the presence of you all. 

Peter does not let this moment pass without taking advantage. The crowd gathers and 
he addresses the Jewish people again. Essentially he says, “why are you looking at us 
like we did this? This was the power of God. Oh… you’re interested in the power of God 
are you? Like a good miracle, do you? Well let me remind you of what happened to 
Jesus.” 

So it’s actually a brilliant turn in the conversation from the miracle to the sermon. If 
you’re interested in miracles from God, let’s address the big one, the elephant in the 
room. 

Then, Peter’s next move is to point out the specific actions of the Jews, to show them 
the significance of their actions in what they had done. And that’s my second point in 
how God often works in our lives. He shocks our system, and then He…

2. SIGNIFIES OUR STEPS. 

When I say, signify, I mean - “makes significant.” When you point something out as 
important, you are signifying it. That’s what I want to show you. Remember that this 
outline is more from the crowd’s perspective and more from your perspective than from 
Peter’s perspective.

And I think it’s important that we say this because more and more in our day, we are 
seeing people (especially young people) wrestle with the issue of meaning and whether 
our lives our our actions possess any meaning. 

You might recall taking a philosophy class wherein you learned about the works of Jean 
Paul Sarte, Albert Camus, or Friedrich Nietzsche. 
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These authors and many others through the years have come to the the conclusion that 
nothing that we do matters, and that there is no inherent meaning to life. Albert Camus 
once wrote - “It was previously a question of finding out whether or not life had to have a 
meaning to be lived. It now becomes clear on the contrary that it will be lived all the 
better if it has no meaning.”

But it’s not just the philosophers that challenge the meaning of life, young people are 
waking up to the reality that - if evolution is the explanation for our creation - then there 
is also no justifiable reason that we should have a standard of good behavior. If you’re 
just a cosmic accident then the universe just doesn’t care whether you’re naughty or 
nice, and quite honestly those categories don’t exist - animals just eat each other and 
move on with their lives and no one cares.

That’s at the academic level, but there are common people wrestling everyday with the 
question of whether their lives and their actions mean anything. Is there a path that I 
should take or avoid? Is sin real, or is it just something that church people use to control 
us? 

I want to examine what Peter says to the crowd. If you’ll notice, he actually points out 
three ways that the crowd’s actions contradicted themselves in the life of Jesus:
1. You demanded Christ’s death when Pilate wanted to let Him go. 
2. You disowned the holy and righteous one, and released a murderer instead 

(Barabbas)
3. You killed the author of life but God raised Him from the dead.

Peter was telling them, what you did, the way you acted was wrong. It was sin. It was 
nonsensical, as sin often is. Sin, at its core is irrational. It may feel good to our flesh but 
a clear-headed look at sin and at God always reveals that sin is irrational. 

But what Peter is doing here is pointing out that bygones can’t just be bygones. Their 
actions carried weight and they mattered. There really is a God who judges and keeps 
track of what we do, and that’s where significance of our actions comes from. 

And so if you’re sitting here today thinking - it doesn’t matter what I do - whether I sin or 
I don’t sin - it doesn’t matter…. God would beg to differ. 

Satan has many tricks up his sleeve but let me tell you about two that are relevant 
today: 
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First, he loves to make people believe that sin is not a real thing and that no one cares 
what you do or don’t do. Remember - SIN #1 in the garden - “I don’t know Mr. Snake, 
God said not to eat from the fruit of that tree,” “Aww c’mon, did He really say that? He 
just doesn’t want your eyes to be opened, you’re not going to actually die.” 

Second tactic - he loves to make us believe that time and avoidance will heal our 
wounds rather than reconciliation and repentance. If you’ve committed a sin against 
someone else or they have committed a sin against you - Satan’s counsel is to avoid 
our sin and pretend it never happened, to sweep it under the rug. God’s method is to be 
specific and repent of sin that needs repentance and to actively work toward 
reconciliation with each other. 

You’re probably saying, what does that have to do with anything? This crowd obviously 
knew what exactly Peter was talking about. This wasn’t a feast day anymore, they lived 
in Jerusalem. If this wasn’t a crowd that knew what they did to Jesus, this sermon 
wouldn’t make sense to them. 

So Peter is not allowing the sin against Jesus to be swept under the rug. From what we 
can know, they were perfectly content to go on with their lives, knowing that Pilate didn’t 
have a reason for it, they were content to take Barabbas the murderer and sent Jesus to 
the cross. 

But because our actions matter, and because there is significance to the steps we take 
in life, and because there is a Judge over all the earth - we can’t just live however we 
want and call it a day. 

Of course we remember when Jesus said, “If your right eye causes you to stumble - eh 
no big deal.” Right? Or when Abraham begged God not to destroy Sodom and God said 
- “Whoa man, who said anything about destroying Sodom? Judge not, Abraham.” Of 
course you remember when the death angel was coming to the door of everyone in 
Egypt, and Moses had commanded everyone to smear the blood of a lamb over the 
door post for salvation - you know - unless you forget, or you get busy, or you don’t 
believe the death angel is coming, then it’s ok - the death angel will understand - he 
knows your heart.” 

Of course none of that ever happened and the opposite is true. God cares about what 
you do, and your obedience to Him is important. 
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If it wasn’t, why would Peter become like a prosecuting attorney, laying out all the 
evidence of sin on the table for the Jews? If their actions didn’t matter and God didn’t 
care, why tell them what they had done? And furthermore, leading to our last point, why 
would they be convicted? 

In our lives, God applies the gospel to us often by shocking our system, by signifying 
our steps, and lastly…

3. THE SURRENDER OF OUR SELF.

Let’s read v17-21

17 “And now, brothers, I know that you acted in ignorance, as did also your rulers. 18 But 
what God foretold by the mouth of all the prophets, that his Christ would suffer, he thus 
fulfilled. 19 Repent therefore, and turn back, that your sins may be blotted out, 20 that 
times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord, and that he may send the 
Christ appointed for you, Jesus, 21 whom heaven must receive until the time for 
restoring all the things about which God spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets long 
ago.

I am continually amazed at the grace of God. Look at v17, “brothers, I know you acted 
in ignorance.” That’s what you call an “olive branch.” How could Peter say something 
like that after what he had seen? Well, he must have gotten it from Jesus. If you 
remember when Jesus was on the cross, He cried out - “Father … forgive them… they 
know not what they do.” They didn’t understand the magnitude or the gravity of their 
actions. 

And then he says, repent and turn back. There’s that word again, repent. It’s when you 
turn away from your sin and embrace God’s definition of sin. It’s when you come into 
conformity with God. Repentance is an act of surrender when you wave the white flag 
and say - I’m done trying it my way. I’ve lived how the world said to live. I’ve lived how 
Hollywood told me to. I’ve done the vices and addictions. I’ve pursued the things of the 
world and I’m done with it. I’m going to turn from those things and pursue Jesus. That’s 
repentance. 

And Peter tells them three things will happen went they repent. 

V19 - “that your sins may be blotted out.” Oh those didn’t just go away with time? 
There’s no statute of limitations? No there’s not. 
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Until you repent, your sins are not blotted out. Repentance is a vital part of salvation, it’s 
the other side of the coin with faith. Faith and repentance. Faith AND repentance. That’s 
salvation. 

Anybody here tired of carrying the baggage of their past? The Bible affirms that the way 
of sin is hard. It is burdensome. And Satan knows its burdensome, but he promises that 
it’s not, while adding to your burden. 

Are you overwhelmed with the ledger of your sin? Do you think about it often? What 
about phrases like, could God ever forgive this or that, or could God ever love anyone 
like me? 

Peter said, if you repent and believe, your sins will be blotted out, wiped away. Jesus 
can do that for you today. 

The second thing that will happen if you repent is in v20 -  “times of refreshing may 
come from the presence of the Lord.” Wow. That word refreshing means “relief from a 
burdensome circumstance,” or “a cooling rest.” 

Anybody here today feeling spiritually dry? Burned out? Haven’t connected with God in 
a while? Feeling distant from God? I’m guessing that something resonated in your soul 
when I read those words - times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord. Do you 
need that? Has it been so long since you felt a revival in your soul that you are 
forgetting what it feels like? 

Do you know that indulgence in sin can bring us to this place where we are distant from 
the presence of The Lord? Throughout Scripture, the presence of God is considered a 
place of rest and refreshing. Salvation is compared to drinking living waters, that seems 
pretty refreshing to me. Jesus says, come unto me all who are weary and heavy laden 
and I will give you rest. You see, the closer to Jesus we get the more refreshed we get, 
and the further from Him we stray, the more desolate and dry we become out in the 
wilderness of our lives. 

I can say with the authority of Scripture, come to Jesus today and you will receive 
refreshing from the presence of The Lord. 

And lastly in v20, when you repent, you will receive Jesus. Jesus will be with you and 
He will walk with you in this life, strengthening you and lifting you up. 
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The message to this crowd of Jews is the same message I have for you - receive Jesus 
today. Your actions matter and your life matters. The pursuing love of God stands to 
offer you a second second chance today. If you have ears to hear and you hear this 
message - you can come to Jesus today. 

Many in this crowd did repent on this day and receive Jesus as their Lord. But will you? 
Don’t miss the chance to enjoy the presence of God. Come to Jesus. 

(pray)
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